CAMPUS GROUPS WELCOME CLASS OF 1956

Dual Faceted Code presents Challenge To Every Student

Honor System May Be New Experience; Adjustment Important

"The student is in honor bound to report hereafter to the proper official any change of address or any other change that should render him a member in some association in case of his violation of either phase of Honor Code."

A student who is aware that a fellow-student has violated the Honor Code is in honor bound to report him. To the Dean of Students. If the case requires it, he will be sure to bring you this issue, and extend you a hearty welcome, and in wishing you a very successful college career.

Barbara Paisnon, President of Student Government

Quarterly Provides Student Creativity With Campus Outlet

Quarterly, like any college literature magazine, can be much more than a merely professional collection of student writing. It can also be considerably less. The function and the ultimate purpose of the magazine must in turn repose on the quality of the contributions it features.

Probably everyone shares that great new burst of enthusiasm that eternal chant of "new folk," the time to start again, that autumn seems to bring. The freshman class is this contribution by the students and the staff membership. There is no set pattern for a Quarterly selection. Honor, poetry, stories, articles will all represent student expression.

It would be nice to discover a Virginia Woolf would it be even better to be one? The importance, of course, is to see what is within you, to make an honest effort to express yourself, and moreover a rewarding experience.

Radio Club to Give WNLW, WCN Programs

Radio Club sponsors programs over WNLW, a new college station, as well as over WCN, the campus station. Every Sunday morning at 8:30 a.m., the Club will present "Music to Make You Think." The music will be about contemporary events and ideas, presented by the students in charge of the music.

The New London College Glee Choir will also be giving their first concert of the year on Thursday evening, from 6:45 to 7:30, in the chapel.

Varied Duties Sponsored by Service Club

Every girl at Connecticut College belongs to Service League. This is the organization through which all the service activities, and many of the social functions of the college are carried out.

Freshman Receptions

For the League's important functions is to take complete responsibility of greeting the freshmen during the fall as a means of introducing them to other college students. The reception with the cuisine of the Honor Academy will be held in Knowlton Salon on Thurs., Sept. 25. Receptions will be held in the new honors houses.

Tryouts for Choir

The Connchords and Shwiffs are two informal groups of Connecticut College students who sing for fun and relaxation. The groups are composed of students elected by the students in the fall as a means of introducing them to other college students. The Connchords and Shwiffs are two informal groups of Connecticut College students who sing for fun and relaxation. The groups are composed of students elected by the students in the fall as a means of introducing them to other college students.

This issue of News is strictly for freshmen and transfers, and is distributed only to you. Its purpose, as you have undoubtedly discovered, is to introduce you to the various clubs and organizations on campus.

By the tone of the articles, which were written by the heads of these organizations, it is plain that all clubs are eager to introduce you to their existence. They will hold numerous coffees or open houses to tell you of their function and the plans they have.

Students’ Help Needed To Propose Solutions For Common Problems

Student Government at Connecticut College, in its capacity as the organization of the students as a whole, can bring about a change in the college through which the student body can learn to live together in a more relaxed atmosphere.

Because every student is a member, a working and responsible government is a challenge to each person, and the possibility of maintaining a student government through which the college community can discuss and work to produce solutions of campus problems depends upon the support of the student.

The organization of Student Government is based on the representation of the student as a member of a group, class, and as an organization. The House of Representa tives is composed of three persons, one from each class and one from each college. The President of Student Government, elected by the students, presides over the meetings.

Let us take a hypothetical bill, and turn it through the stages of its development. The freshmen in the fall, then, are the ones to decide whether the students should be allowed to vote on any bill that affects life on campus.

Active Action

The Student Government brings the house, in the form of a bill, for discussion and action. The vote of the students, presented by the students, presides over the committee. If the students vote in favor of the bill, then the committee brings the bill to Cabinet for action. If the students vote against the bill, then the committee brings the bill to the Student Senate for action. If the Senate passes the bill, then the committee brings the bill to the President of Student Government, who signs the bill.

The bill is then brought to the Committee on Student Organizations, which is composed of three men of Cabinet, four faculty members, and the Dean of Students, who is chairman.

In the committee, both faculty and student views are considered. Following this, a bill is brought to the student body. If a bill is brought to the student body, the President of Student Government signs it.

Students’ Enact Policy

It is necessary for the students to have a voice on the bill, and it is accepted by the majority. The bill is circulated to the students, and the final stage is the students’ vote. If a bill is enacted, then the President of Student Government signs it.

Then, this is an example of the stages through which a bill is enacted. In each case, the student is represented, and in the final stage the students themselves vote on the bill.

The purpose of this information is to establish and maintain the high standards of meritorious enterprise and citizenship which are essential to the college community, and which can only be cultivated with the support of the student body.
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Each Student Participates in Fellowship

Religious Fellowship is an inter-denominational organization on campus. Every girl who enters Connecticut College automatically becomes a member. The aim of Fellowship is to foster spiritual growth, to foster faiths working together to further religious interest during college life.

Religious Fellowship carries on its activities through the following five groups: a cabinet and council. The cabinet consists of all the members of Fellowship, and meets twice a month.

The council is made up of cabinet members and one representative from each dormitory and meets once a month. During cabinet and council meetings, plans for activities are made, and suggestions for activity and services are discussed. Each council member is responsible for carrying the activities of fellowship to his dormitory or to his department. Dr. Laubenstein, Professor of Religion and college chapel director, is the council's advisor. The religious emphasis schedule is carried on.

The campus dairy (left side of street), Star Dairy (left side of street), Down-town (See map above), Charles, on Bank street, (second floor)

Press Board Sends News of CC Events

Press Board is the student organization assisting the head of the college and the president in the college life. To accomplish this, membership of the board gathers news of all student activities, and proceeds to transmit the news to the whole college community by the methods of news-gathering transfers to the methods of news-gathering for the Newton colony, and to the methods of news-gathering for the New London colony. There will be an Open House at the New London colony, and another at the Newton colony. The board also deals with questions of organization and service, and arranges for such sports as hockey, soccer, and other college sports. Press Board's most valuable asset is the support of the students. A.A. There will be an Open House at the New London colony, and another at the Newton colony. The board also deals with questions of organization and service, and arranges for such sports as hockey, soccer, and other college sports. Press Board's most valuable asset is the support of the students. A.